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Abstract:  Comparison of 2D DRACO simulations, using a modified version1 of the Schurtz, Nicolai and Busquet (SNB) algorithm2 for non-local 
electron transport, with direct drive shock timing experiments3 and with the Goncharov non-local model4 in 1D LILAC will be presented.  
Addition of an improved SNB non-local electron transport algorithm in DRACO allows direct drive simulations with no need for an electron 
conduction flux limiter. Validation with shock timing experiments that mimic the laser pulse profile of direct drive ignition targets gives a higher 
confidence level in the predictive capability of the DRACO code. This research was supported by the University of Rochester Laboratory for Laser 
Energetics. Results

Temperature and shock velocity results from a direct-drive ICF 
simulation in DRACO with a three-picket laser pulse

Discussion

-Mean free paths are the only physical parameters
- Location of temperature fronts and preheat levels 

depend on mean free paths
- Mean free paths depend on detailed electron transport 

physics
-For very small mean free paths, results reproduce Spitzer 
conduction result

Conclusion

SNB method better matches LILAC results than the flux-
limited case.  More studies on SNB’s potential needs to be 
done; the mean free paths represent a full optimization 
function that can be adjusted, and the effects of the number 
of groups must still be explored.
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